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Evidence for size-dependent mechanical properties from simulations
of nanoscopic polymeric structures
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Discontinuous molecular dynamics simulations of a model polymer have been conducted to
investigate the glass transition of ultrathin films and the mechanical properties of nanoscopic
structures. Continuum mechanics models have been applied to interpret simulation data and extract
apparent Young’s Moduli. Consistent with experiments, the results of simulations indicate that the
glass transition temperature of thin films can be higher or lower than that of the bulk, depending on
the nature of polymer–substrate interactions. Simulations also indicate that the mechanical
properties of nanoscopic structures can be considerably different from those of the bulk. An analysis
of molecular strain distributions in nanostructures undergoing a deformation indicate that significant
stress relaxation occurs at air–polymer interfaces. A comparison of these distributions to the results
of continuum, finite-element calculations reveal pronounced differences between the continuum and
molecular approaches. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1476315#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current roadmap for semiconductor fabrication
visions large-scale production of nanoscopic structures, w
critical dimensions below 100 nm, in the near future.1 The
term ‘‘structure’’ is used in this work to denote a geometric
construct, such as a ‘‘beam,’’ a ‘‘wall,’’ or a ‘‘plate’’ made ou
of polymer molecules. These structures are fabricated
lithographic processes, which generally involve a ‘‘we
polymer dissolution step followed by rinsing and drying.
has recently become apparent that the collapse of small p
mer structures during rinsing and drying threatens to beco
one of the major obstacles to attain this goal.2 This collapse
has been attributed to capillary forces caused by the sur
tension of the rinse liquid.2,3 Simple continuum-mechanic
models of cantilever beams have been used to describe
collapse of polymer structures such as ‘‘walls’’ o
‘‘plates.’’2,3 These models~and many other aspects of lithog
raphy and nanofabrication! implicitly assume the validity of
continuum mechanics, even for structure sizes well be
100 nm.

However, as the dimensions decrease and become c
parable to molecular length scales, the assumption of a
tinuum could be called into question. This is particula
relevant for polymeric materials, where an individual mo
ecule can measure tens of nanometers. In recent years,
ous attempts have been made to quantify the elastic cons
of small systems.4–6 However, to the best of our knowledg
experimental data are not available for the Young’s Modu
of polymeric structures below dimensions of 100 nm. T
characterization of such small structures is challenging,
molecular simulations could provide valuable insights
guide, supplement, or help interpret laboratory experime

There is a growing awareness that, in ultrasmall or c
fined systems, several material properties exhibit depart
from bulk behavior. While still a matter of debate, it is in
creasingly recognized, for example, that the glass transi
9930021-9606/2002/116(22)/9939/13/$19.00
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temperature of ultrathin polymeric films can be significan
different from that of the bulk.7–11 This change in the glas
transition temperature has been linked to a change of
density and segmental mobility near a substrate or
interface.12–14 Since density and segmental mobility are im
portant factors in the mechanical behavior of a material, i
of interest to investigate if~and to what extent! the mechani-
cal properties of materials in nanoscopic structures also
hibit departures from bulk behavior.

In this work we have used Discontinuous Molecular D
namics~DMD! simulations to determine the glass transiti
temperature (Tg) of thin polymer films and to explore the
mechanical behavior of nanoscopic structures as a func
of size. The methods and models employed in this work h
been used in the past to address various questions in poly
physics,15,16 including the thickness dependence ofTg .12

When applied to the study of nanoscopic ‘‘plates’’
‘‘lines,’’ these methods predict a pronounced drop of t
Young’s modulus at nanoscopic length scales.

Only a handful of experimental techniques are availa
for manufacture of ultrasmall, nanoscopic polymeric stru
tures. The thermophysical properties of the material in s
small structures are likely to be highly sensitive to the p
ticular details of a manufacturing technique. In this wo
three different preparation methods were used to generate
simulated structures, thereby providing a means to inve
gate the dependence of the mechanical properties on the
tory of the sample. We find that, in general, the mechan
properties of polymeric nanoscopic structures differ cons
erably from those of the bulk.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Se
tion II provides a brief description of the molecular mod
and the simulation technique. Section III discusses the si
lation of thin polymeric films and the determination of a
apparent glass transition temperature. Section IV discu
the preparation of polymeric nanoscopic structures, and
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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simulation of their mechanical properties. Our results are
cussed in Sec. V, where an analysis of plastic deforma
and the resulting molecular strains is also presented. We
clude with a brief summary of our findings.

II. MOLECULAR MODEL

The discontinuous polymer model adopted in this wo
consists of spherical interaction sites connected by flex
strings. This model can only provide a coarse-grained, m
malistic description of an unentangled linear polymer. Wh
more realistic representations could be used to examine
mechanical properties of nanoscopic structures, the calc
tions would be considerably more demanding. The fun
mental question addressed here is simply whether a gla
amorphous polymeric material exhibits the same ela
modulus in a small nanoscopic structure than in the bu
given the exploratory nature of this first study, the use o
more refined model is not warranted at this point.

The simulations of nanoscopic structures reported in
work were conducted using a Discontinuous Molecular D
namics~DMD! technique. This method, developed by Ald
and Wainwright,17 was first used for polymeric systems b
Rapaport.18 Details of its implementation have been tho
oughly discussed by Smith.19 The published algorithms wer
modified slightly in this work to allow for the application o
external forces to the particles.

In DMD simulations, particles interact via a pairwis
additive square-well potential, which depends on the d
tancer between two interaction sites. The potential energy
interaction between any two such sites is given by

U~r !5H ` for r<s,

2e for s,r<s2

0 for r .s2,

, ~1!

where s denotes the diameter of the particles, and wh
s2–s represents the range of attraction between them.

Polymer molecules are represented as linear chainsN
freely jointed square-well interaction sites. All of the sim
lations reported here were conducted with molecules of
interaction sites. The potential energy of interaction betw
bonded sites is given by

U~r !5H ` for r<s,

0 for s,r<s1d

` for r .s1d,

, ~2!

whered represents the maximum bond length between
adjacent sites.

For all the simulations presented here, the dimension
parameters that characterize these interactions were s
s51.0, s251.5, e51.0, andd50.025s. Unless otherwise
specified, all the results presented in this work are given
reduced units, which are denoted by an asterisk.

A DMD algorithm can be implemented efficiently o
current desktop computers. Our calculations indicate that
use of a discontinuous potential~and a DMD method! leads
to gains of about one order of magnitude in computer ti
over conventional molecular dynamics simulations on c
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tinuous~e.g., Lennard-Jones-type! potentials. This high effi-
ciency permits simulation of relatively large systems ov
time scales of microseconds.

III. GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
OF THIN FILMS

The starting geometry for most of our simulations is
thin polymer film. We begin this work by examining how th
glass transition temperature (Tg) changes in thin films. A
study of Tg using the same model was published recen
but few details were provided regarding the actu
calculations;12 a more extended discussion is presented h

A. Film preparation

The properties of glasses are highly sensitive to ther
history; the generation of an initial configuration plays
important role on the outcome of our simulations. The a
nealing process and the geometries considered in our w
are described in this section. Four types of boundary con
tions were considered: free-standing films, films suppor
on an attractive substrate, and films grafted to a surface
cording to two distinct prescriptions.

1. Free-standing films

Free-standing films were prepared by creating a rand
low-density configuration in a rectangular simulation box
dimensions 20s•20s•60s. Those configurations consiste
of 200–800 polymer chains, depending on the film thic
ness. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all th
directions. The systems were then allowed to equilibrate
temperature ofT* 51.0, which is well in the liquid regime
~the estimated glass transition temperature is approxima
Tg'0.33!. During this period, the systems self-assemb
into thin films in order to minimize the surface area. Aft
equilibrating the films at a temperature ofT* 51.0, they
were cooled down to a temperature ofT* 50.62, which was
the starting point for the final production runs. At this tem
perature, the films were simulated for at least five times
characteristic relaxation time of the bond–bond autocorre
tion function,tbond* , to ensure thoroughly equilibrated initia
configurations. For free-standing films at this temperature
find tbond* '320.

2. Supported films

Supported films were prepared in a manner similar
that employed for free-standing films. Instead of applyi
periodic boundary conditions in all three dimensions,
smooth square-well wall was introduced to represent a s
strate. The interaction between the wall and the polymer p
ticles was characterized byswall51.0, s2,wall51.5, and
ewall52.0, i.e., the interaction with the wall was twice a
strong as that between polymer particles. During the ini
equilibration stage atT* 51.0, films showed a tendency t
form in the middle of the box~rather than near the wall!.
They were therefore shifted repeatedly towards the wal
order for the substrate to influence the film formation p
cess. After the films were deposited on the substrate, t
were cooled down toT* 50.62 and equilibrated for at leas
t* 55tbond* .
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3. Grafted films

Grafted films were generated from supported films
T* 51.0. The interaction with the substrate was chosen to
only half the strength of the particle–particle interactions.
model the grafting of the polymer to the substrate, during
equilibration process atT* 51.0 some of the monomers wer
attached to the wall using flexible bonds. The interact
potential for polymer–substrate bonds was the same as
between adjacent particles in a polymer chain@Eq. ~2!#. The
grafting process was conducted by creating a bond betw
the substrate and all the particles that collided with it dur
the simulation run until the desired grafting density w
achieved.

Two types of grafted films were considered. In the fir
125 interaction sites on an area of 20s•20s were bonded to
the surface. In the second, only chain ends were grafted
this case, the number of grafted particles was 50. A
completion of the grafting process, the films were cooled
T* 50.62 and equilibrated fort* 55tbond* .

B. Determination of the glass transition temperature

An apparent Tg can be extracted from simulations b
observing how the density of the polymer changes with te
perature during cooling. The film thickness as a function
temperature is shown in Fig. 1 for a free-standing film
approximatelyh'25s. The graph shows a distinct chang
of the thermal expansion coefficient aroundT* '0.33. We
identifiedTg as the intersection of two linear fits through th
four lowest temperature data points and the five highest t
perature data points.

Films prepared as outlined above provided the star
point for annealing calculations. Several simulation ru
were performed by decreasing the temperature in a step
manner, starting fromT* 50.62. The temperature was low
ered in decrements ofDT* 520.04, down toT* 50.10. At
each temperature, the films were simulated for 2•108 colli-
sion events~which is equivalent tot* 5600 for a thin film!.
The first half of each simulation run was discarded; only d
from the second half of each run were used for statist
analysis at any given temperature. The simulation runs w

FIG. 1. Film thickness as a function of temperature for a free-stand
polymer film.
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as long as feasible within our computational resources. A
given temperature, a simulation of a film of 25s thickness
required approximately 50 h of CPU time on a current de
top computer. Here we emphasize that, nearTg , relaxation
times increase by several orders of magnitude and can
ceed several seconds or minutes. Unfortunately, time sc
beyond hundreds of microseconds are currently inaccess
to molecular simulations; the results presented here sh
therefore be viewed as an upper bound toTg .

For each simulation run, a density profile normal to t
plane of the film was calculated. Typical profiles for fre
standing and supported films are shown in Fig. 2. Determ
ing the thickness of the films from the density profile in
systematic manner poses several difficulties. First, the de
from the average density to zero is not sharp but gradual,
the boundaries of the films are not clearly defined. Seco
the density profiles can be noisy and exhibit kinks and ot
irregularities. As can be seen in Fig. 2~c!, this is particularly
true for temperatures around and belowTg , where local den-
sity inhomogeneities are frozen in and do not average
even after long simulation times.

It is therefore important to employ a method that is n
too sensitive to such disturbances, but still delivers the h
accuracy needed for systematic determination ofTg . As a
first step, an average densityr0 was calculated over the en
tire film. Then, a new averager1 was calculated using only
the inner region of the film, which was bounded by the fi
and last point where the density exceeded the averager0

calculated before. From this averager1 , a thickness was
calculated by assuming a uniform density across the wh
film. This method gave results that were largely independ
of the bin size for the density calculations~provided the bins
were sufficiently small, e.g.,,0.25s!.

IV. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF NANOSCOPIC
STRUCTURES

The nanoscopic structures investigated in this work w
rectangular cantilever plates supported on a substrate.

g

FIG. 2. Density profiles in the direction normal to the free surfaces for~a!
free-standing film atT* 50.62, ~b! supported film atT* 50.62, and~c!
supported film atT* 50.30.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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setup closely resembles the lines of polymeric material
are involved in the manufacture of microcircuits. A sch
matic representation of these lines is shown in Fig. 3. Th
lines are reminiscent of free-standing films in that they ha
three free interfaces; only one facet of the lines is in dir
contact with the substrate. Periodic boundary conditio
were applied along thez direction, resulting in infinitely long
cantilever plates of heighth and widthw.

Most of the structures considered here had aspect ra
aroundh/w '3 and line widthsw in the range 5–25s.

These structures are so small that, in actual pract
there is little flexibility in the methods employed to crea
them. Two fabrication techniques that are currently be
considered are radiation lithography and flash-imprint litho
raphy. In radiation lithography, a polymeric film is expos
to incident photons through a mask. Exposed regions of
material undergo a chemical reaction, which creates a ph
cal or chemical differential throughout the film. In the pa
ticular case of poly~methylmethacrylate! ~PMMA!, a poly-
mer that is used to fabricate prototype or model structu
the incident radiation has the effect of severing the backb
of the molecules, thereby reducing considerably the mole
lar weight of exposed regions. Low molecular weight ma
rial is more readily soluble in solvents, thereby offering
mechanism to dissolve selectively parts of the film. In t
case of a chemically-amplified material, the radiation ca
lyzes a reaction which alters the chemical nature of s
groups along the polymer chain, thereby rendering it more
less soluble in a specific solvent; the degree of polymer
tion of the molecules is not altered to a significant extent
nano-imprint lithography, a mold is simply pressed onto
molten polymer film and the system is annealed. The mol
removed after cooling, leaving behind the desired pattern

Given the simplicity of the model employed in th
work, it is not possible to reproduce faithfully the fabricatio
processes employed in practice. The structure prepara
methods considered below are only meant to provide a fi
order account of the main molecular features that arise
result of specific fabrication techniques.

A. Structure preparation

1. Preparation by chain scission

The starting systems for the preparation of nanosco
structures were supported films of different thicknesses, g

FIG. 3. Schematic representation and typical configurations of nanosc
structures. Cross sections are shown for structures prepared using
methods:~a! etched with chain scission,~b! etched without chain scission
and ~c! nano-imprinted.
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erated according to procedures outlined above~in the context
of the glass transition temperature!. The films were gradually
cooled down to a temperature ofT* 50.20, which is well
below Tg,bulk .

In the next step, all monomers outside a threshold a
were removed from the film, resulting in the desired platel
structures. Some of the bonds of the polymer chains w
necessarily severed. This process resembles the fabric
of PMMA lines by exposure to x-rays.

After removing the particles, the remaining structur
were placed on a substrate consisting of particles arrange
a quadratic~crystalline! lattice with grid sizes @see Fig.
3~a!#. The particles used for the substrate were identica
the monomer units but were held fixed in space.~This step is
necessary because smooth walls are not able to sup
forces parallel to the wall. This would result in the structur
sliding across the surface when subjected to a bending for!
As the final preparation step, the structures were equilibra
for t* 55000 at a temperatureT* 50.20. Note that equilibra-
tion at temperatures aboveTg* led to flow and a ‘‘melting’’ of
the structures.

Figure 3~a! shows a representative cross section of
structures obtained by chain-scission. This process lead
relatively sharp, smooth surfaces and a fairly regular geo
etry ~this is also consistent with experiment; the surfa
roughness of PMMA lines is small!.

Clearly, the resulting polymeric material is polydispers
This is also true of experimental PMMA nanostructure
where the molecular weight of the material near the air
terface is lower than in the bulk. Figure 4 shows the num
and mass distribution functions for three different structu
of widths 7.2, 13.1, and 22.5s, respectively. For intermediat
or large structures~e.g., 13.1 or 22.5s!, only a small fraction
of the chains is influenced by the scission process.

2. Preparation by chain dissolution

In this preparation method the integrity of the chains
preserved; entire chains having a center-of-mass outside
threshold area are removed, thereby resulting in structu
that are rougher and more irregular than those created

ic
ree

FIG. 4. Probability distribution~top! and mass-fraction distribution~bottom!
as a function of chain length for three polymer nanostructures prepare
chain-scission. The widthw of the structures is provided in the inset.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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chain scission. This preparation technique resembles the
posure and dissolution process of chemically amplified m
terials.

After placing the resulting structures on the same s
strate as that employed in the previous section@see Fig.
3~b!#, the systems were allowed to equilibrate fort*
55000. During the equilibration period, molecules near
surface of the structures rearrange to fill some of the sm
voids left behind by ‘‘dissolved’’ molecules. A typical con
figuration of a structure created in this manner is shown
Fig. 3~b!.

3. Nano-imprinting

The third preparation method resembles nano-imp
lithography. To simulate this process, equilibrium configu
tions were generated in different sized boxes~representative
of a mold! using the Expanded Grand Canonical Ensem
~EGCE! technique.20 These configurations were generat
using a cubic lattice model; they were subsequently tur
into square-well chains~in continuous space!, and used as a
starting point for extensive equilibration runs using DMD.
represent the mold, the side walls of the simulation box w
modeled as smooth surfaces with a purely repulsive po
tial. The lower wall, which represents a substrate, was m
eled as a smooth square-well wall. The upper side of
mold was left open to allow the structures to expand a
contract freely. The configurations were then cooled star
from a temperature ofT* 51.0 and using a stepwise tem
perature ramp with decrements ofDT* 520.04. At each
temperature, the systems were run fort* 5100. Note that our
starting temperature ofT* 51.0 is well in the liquid regime,
and the configurations lose all memory of the lattice in
initial stages of our calculations. After cooling the systems
the target temperature ofT* 50.20, the mold was remove
and the structures were placed onto the same substrate
for the other types of structures~see sections above!. The
structures were further equilibrated fort* 55000 before they
were used for production simulations.

As can be seen in Fig. 3~c!, this method leads to highly
regular structures that exhibit a pronounced layering arran
ment near the surfaces. The layering effect is unrelate
any remnant of the lattice starting configuration. In fact
grows during annealing, and it persists even after the mol
removed. To illustrate the magnitude of the layering, Fig
shows the density profile of the structure along thex-axis
after the equilibration. The strong layering near the free s
face slowly disappears towards the inner region of the st
tures.

B. Bending simulations

To determine the apparent Young’s modulus of na
scopic structures, a constant line force was applied in
direction normal to the plates, along the top of a structu
Figure 6 illustrates schematically how the force is appli
The deflection of the structures in response to the app
force was determined as a function of time.

More specifically, a force was applied to a rod plac
near the top of the structure via an acceleration term. The
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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consists of a linear arrangement of tangent hard spheres.
spheres are fixed relative to each other, and the rod acts
single, rigid object. Each of the spheres has a diametes,
and a total mass of 1000 monomer units. The ensuing de
tion of a structure was measured by calculating the cen
of-mass in a slab of thickness 2s parallel to the substrate an
centered at the point of application of the force~see Fig. 6!.

Figure 7 shows a plot of the deflection at the top of t
structure as a function of time after application of the forc
Initially, the deflection increases rapidly; it then reaches
steady-state value asymptotically. The figure also shows
oscillations~corresponding to the natural frequencies of t
structure! superimposed on the deflection curve. Note, ho
ever, that only the steady-state position is of interest to
analysis, and this was determined by averaging data ov
time period ranging fromt* 53000 to t* 55000. The time
average was determined in ten blocks of lengtht* 5200, and
the standard deviation of those blocks was used as an e
estimate.

The sway beam model has been used in previous wor
analyze the mechanical behavior of polymer lines.3 This
model neglects the effects of lateral contraction due to

FIG. 5. Density profile of nano-imprinted structure along thex-axis.

FIG. 6. Cross sectional view~left! and top view~right! of a bending simu-
lation.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nonzero Poisson’s ratio. As the systems considered here
plates, rather than beams, a bending plate theory is m
appropriate. According to component theory, the general
lution for the elastic bending of long rectangular plates
pressed in terms of the initial parameters is given by21

dx~y!5dxo2v̄y0y2m̄y0

y2

2K

2q̄y0

y

6K S y22
6w2

5~12n! D , ~3!

wheredx(y) is the deflection of the plate at pointy, vy0 is
the y component of the rotation of the middle plane aty
50, my0 is the bending moment aty50, qy0 is the shear
force per unit length aty50 normal to the plate,n is Pois-
son’s ratio,w is the thickness of the plate, andK is the
flexural rigidity, given by

K5
Eh3

12~12n2!
. ~4!

Here,E is the Young’s modulus of the material.
The simulated structures can be viewed as cantile

plates clamped at the base and subject to a shear force a
top of the structure. Applying these boundary conditio
yields the following expression for the deflection at the t
of the plate,

d05
4 f ~12n2!

E S h

wD 3F11
3

5~12n! S w

h D 2G . ~5!

Equation~5! is only valid in the linear or elastic regime
i.e., for small deformations. It is therefore important to e
sure that the simulations are conducted in that regime. F
typical polymer at room temperature, plastic deformatio
start to arise at deflections larger than roughly 4% of
structure height. In order to avoid the plastic regime,
maximum forces for simulations were estimated in suc
way as to cause at most a;3% deflection. Since the actua
mechanical properties of a nanoscopic structure are
knowna priori, the forces required to induce a 3% deflecti

FIG. 7. Deflection at the top of a structure as a function of time, follow
the application of a lateral force.
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were estimated from the bulk value of the Young’s modu
for the material at the same density. Multiple forces rang
from 0 to the maximum force were applied, and the cor
sponding deflections were measured. By performing multi
deflection simulations, it is possible to confirm that bendi
experiments are conducted in the linear regime, and the
tistical quality of the deflection data is improved conside
ably.

Typical simulated deflection values are shown in Fig
as a function of force. The data in that figure correspond t
structure having dimensions 9.0s•29.0s, prepared via chain
scission. The response is clearly linear, even for relativ
large relative deflections. For the actual calculation of
Young’s modulus, only forces up tof * 50.3 were consid-
ered.

The slope of the stress–strain curve~Fig. 8 in this case!
was determined from a linear least-squares fit. From
slope, the Young’s modulus can be calculated according
Eq. ~5!. Use of that equation requires that the dimensions
the structure be determined in a systematic manner. Th
complicated by the highly irregular shape of some of t
structures, particularly those etched without chain scission
consistent measure of the linewidth was achieved by ca
lating density profiles along thex-axis. In those density pro
files, the boundaries of the structures were defined to be
points where the density of the material dropped below 5
of the average density of the structures. As only the cen
of-mass of each spherical particle~or monomer! was used to
calculate the density profiles, an additional 0.5s was added
to the results on both sides~the particle diameter is 1s!.
Determining the height of the structure is not necessary
the quantity of interest is the point of application of th
force, which is directly known from the simulations.

In addition to the dimensions, the Poisson’s ratio of t
material must be known in order to extract the Young
modulus from Eq.~5!. Unfortunately, the Poisson’s ratio of
nanoscopic structure is not knowna priori, and we currently
do not have a method at our disposal to calculate it from
simulations. However, physical bounds of this ratio a

FIG. 8. Measured deflection as a function of applied force for a polym
structure of width 9s, prepared by chain scission.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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known. The maximum value that it can have is 0.5.22 Fur-
thermore, while negative values of Poisson’s ratio have b
reported,23,24 it can be safely assumed that in simple mate
als it is positive.~We note that one of the critical features f
exhibiting negative Poisson’s ratios is an asymmetry indu
by lateral groups incorporated in the molecular backbo
This feature is absent in our materials, which consists
short and smooth linear polymer chains.! We find that
Young’s moduli estimated from Eq.~5! do not vary by more
than 15% when usingn50 or n50.5; for simplicity, in all
of our calculations we use the bulk value, determined
described below.

C. Alternative approaches

As pointed out throughout this manuscript, the bend
simulations are prone to errors and large statistical uncert
ties. While special care has been exercised to conduct
modulus analysis in as systematic a manner as possible
estimated errors associated with the calculation of
Young’s modulus remain large.

Unfortunately, experimental data on the mechani
properties of nanoscopic structures are not available.
measurement of these properties is challenging, and w
we are aware of several researcher’s efforts in that area
results have been produced to date. In the absence of
we are left to verify that our predictions are at least interna
consistent by using alternative numerical techniques.
following two alternative simulation methods were al
implemented in this work.

1. Frequency analysis

As shown in Fig. 7, the deflection of a nanoscopic str
ture is accompanied by pronounced oscillations correspo
ing to the natural eigenfrequencies of the system. Those
quencies can be measured and used to determine
apparent Young’s modulus of the structures. In order to
so, the structures were excited by an impulsive force app
to the top of the structure. The force was applied unti
deflection of 0.5s was achieved.

Figure 9 shows the power spectral density of an impu
response for a structure havingw59.0 prepared by chain
scission~the temperature wasT* 50.20!. The spectral den-
sity was calculated using Welch’s averaged periodogr
method.25 One characteristic frequency dominates the
sponse; apart from small high-frequency oscillations a
noise, it is almost sinusoidal. It can be shown that this f
quency is indeed the first eigenfrequency of the systems
the oscillations of the deflection on different heights are al
phase. For higher eigenfrequencies, one would expect to
a phase shift at different positions along the structure. N
of the higher eigenfrequencies are sufficiently clear, as
application of an impulsive force at the top of the structu
mainly excites the first eigenmode. Furthermore, hig
eigenfrequencies experience a higher dampening, and
difficult to analyze.

The eigenfrequencies of a structure depend on its ge
etry and the mass and mechanical properties of the struc
For a given geometry and a given mass, a vibration anal
can be used to determine the Young’s modulus of the m
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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rial. For a simple bending vibration of an infinitely long ca
tilever plate, the eigenfrequencies are given by26

v i~rad/s!5
l i

2

h2 S Ew3

12~12n2!r* D 1/2

, ~6!

wherer* is the mass per unit area andl i are the eigenval-
ues. For the first two modes, the eigenvalues arel1

51.875 104 07 andl254.694 091 13. As before, the Pois
son’s ration was set at the bulk value, namely 0.4. Here, t
error made by this assumption could at most be about 2

2. Constant-deflection method

As a third means for determining the apparent Youn
moduli, a different deflection technique~referred to as the
‘‘constant-deflection’’ technique! was used for the structure
prepared without chain scission. In this method, a rod w
used to impose a permanent deflection on the structure
was held at a fixed position. The forces exerted by the str
ture on the rod were then determined to construct force
deflection curves. The apparent Young’s modulus was
tracted from such curves using the same model as for
bending simulations.

D. Determination of bulk properties

In order to establish whether the mechanical proper
of a nanoscopic structure are different from those of the bu
it is essential to determine the moduli of the bulk material
the model considered in this work. These constants w
calculated using the elastic-bath method of Van Work
et al.,27 which has been shown to provide efficient and ac
rate calculations of the elastic constants of amorph
glasses and crystalline materials.28 In this method, the size
and shape of the simulation cell containing the bulk sam
are allowed to fluctuate.29 The simulation cell is immersed in
an elastic bath to improve the statistical accuracy of the
culation. The isothermal elastic-constant tensor is determi
from the strain fluctuations according to

FIG. 9. Power spectral density of impulse response for a structure of w
9s prepared by chain scission.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Bulk values determined by the fluctuation method.

T*
No. of

particles
Volume

(s3)
Pressure
(s23e)

Density
(s23)

Young’s
modulus
(s23e)

Poisson’s
ratio
(2)

0.20 926 910.8 20.483 1.017 39.0 0.40
0.25 926 920.4 20.475 1.006 37.6 0.40
0.30 926 928.9 20.425 0.997 31.3 0.37
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Ci jkl 5
kBT

V0
@^e i j ekl&2^e i j &^ekl&#212

Vb

V0
Ci jkl

b , ~7!

wheree i j is the strain tensor,kB is the Boltzmann constant,T
is the temperature, andV0 is the average volume;Ci jkl

b and
Vb are the elastic constants and the volume of an elastic b
respectively, which is used to improve the efficiency of t
simulations. The indices represent the Cartesian coordin
in three dimensions. The strain tensor is given by

e i j 5
1
2 @^h̃& ik

21Gkl^h& l j
212d i j #. ~8!

If a, b, andc are the principal axes of the simulation bo
then hi j 5$a,b,c% i j describes its size and shape. The mat

^h& i j describes the reference box and^h̃& i j
21 is the inverse of

the transpose of̂h& i j . The metric tensorGi j is defined as
Gi j 5h̃ikhk j . The Young’s modulus of the bulk sample
related to the coefficients ofCi jkl . In this work, Vb5V0 ,
while Ci jkl

b was chosen to optimize the convergence of E
~7!.

Initial bulk configurations were generated using DM
The pressure was determined in such a way as to produc
average bulk density comparable to that observed in the
ner region of the structures investigated in this work. T
pressures determined were negative, as the structures
residual tensile stresses. These residual stresses origina
the periodic boundary conditions used during the cool
process of the films; films cannot contract freely in the
rection of periodic boundary conditions, resulting in the o
served residual tension. However, we note that real syst
exhibit similar residual stresses as a free contraction of
surface layers is inhibited by the interaction with the su
strate.

The bulk values obtained by this method are shown
Table I. The listed values for the Poisson ratio were used
determine the Young’s modulus from Eq.~5!.

E. Results and discussion

1. Glass transition temperature

The results forTg corresponding to the four types o
films investigated in this work are shown in Fig. 10. A si
nificant reduction ofTg is observed for free-standing films a
thicknesses below approximately 12s. This decrease can b
attributed to an enhanced segmental mobility near the
surface. For thin films, the interfacial region represent
large fraction of the overall system, thereby resulting in
overall increase in mobility.

In contrast, for all the supported and grafted films co
sidered in this work, theTg of thin films increased above th
bulk value. Interestingly, the critical size for the departu
r 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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from bulk behavior appears to be the same for all four fi
types. The increase inTg is attributed to a reduction of seg
mental mobility in the vicinity of the substrate. As the redu
tion of mobility is stronger in the two surface grafted film
the increase inTg is even more pronounced.

The simulation results are in qualitative agreement w
experiments. For free-standing films, the observed dep
sion of Tg is consistent with scattering data for polym
films.11 For supported films, the predicted increase inTg is
consistent with ellipsometry data7 and local thermal probe
data.10 For grafted films, the simulated increases inTg are
consistent with the thermal probe data of Fryeret al.,30 al-
though the magnitude of the increases is not nearly as
nounced. These results suggest that even the material p
erties of the highly simplified polymer model employed
this work exhibit an intrinsic size dependence, which par
lels some of the trends observed in real polymeric materi
It is therefore of interest to go beyond the study of the gl
transition, and address the issue of whether themechanical
properties of this polymer model also depend on si
Mechanical-property data for ultrathin films or nanoscop
structures are not available; predictions using this sim
model could provide useful insights.

2. Mechanical properties

Bending simulations were used to determine the app
ent Young’s moduli of nanoscopic structures in the range
line thicknesses from;5s to ;25s. Table II lists the di-
mensions and aspect ratios for all the structures considere
this work. Note that the aspect ratios are not uniform; this

FIG. 10. Glass transition temperature as a function of film thickness for f
different types of films.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Dimensions and aspect ratios for structures used in this work.

Type
Linewidth w

w
Height h

of application of force
Aspect
ratio

Chain scission 4.6 11.0 2.39
Chain scission 7.2 19.0 2.64
Chain scission 9.0 29.0 3.22
Chain scission 13.1 39.0 2.98
Chain scission 17.2 59.0 3.43
Chain scission 22.5 79.0 3.51

Chain dissolution 5.0 11.0 2.20
Chain dissolution 7.3 19.0 2.60
Chain dissolution 9.6 29.0 3.02
Chain dissolution 12.9 39.0 3.02
Chain dissolution 16.2 59.0 3.64
Chain dissolution 23.5 79.0 3.36

Nano-imprinting 7.5 20.0 2.67
Nano-imprinting 9.2 27.0 2.93
Nano-imprinting 13.2 41.0 3.11
Nano-imprinting 17.1 59.0 3.45
Nano-imprinting 19.5 63.0 3.23
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due to the fact that the dimensions of a structure cha
during the initial equilibration period, and it is therefore d
ficult to anticipate with precision what the final aspect ra
will be.

In Fig. 11 results are shown for the apparent Youn
moduli of structures prepared by chain scission. All resu
are for a temperature ofT* 50.20, and they are normalize
with respect to the bulk value of the Young’s modulus.

For the largest structure (w522.5s), the Young’s modu-
lus extracted from bending simulations is in good agreem
with that obtained from bulk strain fluctuations. The resu
for smaller structures exhibit significant departures from
bulk. For the smallest structures considered here, the ap
ent Young’s modulus is five times smaller than that of t
bulk material. Our simulations reveal a pronounced dep
dence of Young’s moduli on size, with deviations from bu
behavior starting to arise at line widths of aroundw'20s.

In Fig. 11 results are shown for the apparent Youn
moduli of structures prepared by chain dissolution~without
chain scission!. While the actual values of the moduli diffe

FIG. 11. Apparent Young’s modulus for the three structure types~see Fig. 3!
at T* 50.20.
r 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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slightly from those obtained for chain-scission structures,
overall behavior is comparable. For the largest structures,
apparent Young’s modulus matches the bulk value, wh
small structures are significantly weaker.

In contrast, nano-imprinted structures exhibit a quali
tively different behavior. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the a
parent moduli of small structures indicate a higher mecha
cal strength than in the bulk. Only the smallest structu
shows a slight decay in the Young’s modulus below the b
value.

In order to examine the temperature dependence of
observed, size-induced changes of the Young’s modu
bending simulations for structures etched with chain sciss
were repeated at temperatures ofT* 50.25 andT* 50.30,
i.e., closer~but still below! the bulk glass transition tempera
ture (Tg,bulk'0.33). Note that the bulk Young’s modulus
T* 50.30 is already 20% smaller than that atT* 50.20 ~see
Table I!. The bending simulations were conducted on t
same structures as those employed earlier atT* 50.2 ~Fig.
11!. The resulting Young’s moduli are shown in Fig. 12. A
before, they are normalized with respect to the bulk value
the corresponding temperatures. In both cases the depar
from the bulk behavior set in at larger line widths and a
generally more pronounced than atT* 50.20. For T*
50.30, the apparent Young’s modulus of the largest struc
(w'22.5s) is a factor of 2 smaller than that of the bulk.

Figure 13 shows the apparent Young’s moduli for a te
perature ofT* 50.2 as determined by the frequency analys
The results are normalized with respect to the result obtai
for the largest structure etched with chain scission~note that
we do not have a method for determining the bulk mod
from a frequency analysis!. The results from the frequenc
analysis are consistent with those obtained from bending
periments; the structures prepared by chain scission exhi
decay of the apparent Young’s moduli with decreasing s
while nano-imprinted structures show an increased mech
cal strength.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Consistent with the bending calculations and the f
quency analysis, the results obtained by the ‘‘consta
deflection’’ technique show a strong decrease in the appa
Young’s modulus with decreasing line width of the structu
The results obtained from the alternative methods lend
dence to the validity of our predictions, and suggest that
results reported here are not an artifact of a particular si
lation technique, but a direct consequence of the small
mensions of our nanoscopic structures.

Our simulations for both excised or chemicall
amplified polymeric structures exhibit a size-induced d
crease in the mechanical strength. Part of the reduction in
Young’s modulus for the excised structures could be att
uted to the fact that the polymer near the air interface ha
lower molecular weight than the bulk~see Fig. 4!. While the
fraction of low molecular-weight material is relatively sma
~'8% for the structures having line width of 22.5s! simu-
lations ~or experiments! cannot separate molecular-weig
effects from small-length-scale effects. Note that real PMM
polymeric structures are actually prepared in a manner
alters the molecular weight and resembles our simulatio
Furthermore, the loss of mechanical strength is still sign

FIG. 12. Apparent Young’s modulus for structures etched with chain s
sion at higher temperatures.

FIG. 13. Apparent Young’s modulus determined by frequency analys
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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cant for the structures prepared without chain scission, wh
the molecular weight is not altered.

Many of the simulations were conducted at a tempe
ture of T* 50.2, which is well belowTg,bulk'0.33. The de-
cay of the Young’s modulus, however, is comparable in m
nitude to that observed when a bulk polymeric material
heated aboveTg . As shown above, theTg of ultrathin free-
standing polymer films decreases with decreasing th
nesses. As discussed earlier, this depression ofTg can be
traced back to a greater mobility of the molecules near the
interface. The nanoscopic structures considered here
semble free-standing films. The molecular mobility near
air interface is such that significant stress relaxation can
cur in the interfacial region. This is clearly revealed by t
molecular strain analysis discussed below. Of course, as
dimensions of a structure decrease, the fraction of materia
the interfacial region increases significantly, thereby cha
ing the overall mechanical behavior of the system.

These effects become increasingly pronounced for te
peratures closer toTg , as can be seen from the results
T* 50.25 andT* 50.30. For both temperatures, even t
largest structures considered here are significantly wea
than the bulk. Unfortunately, at near-Tg temperatures we are
unable to simulate structures large enough to recover b
behavior~the computational demands of larger structures
beyond our current resources!. Assuming a simple linear de
cay of the apparent Young’s modulus, the critical size lim
for the departure from the bulk can be estimated to be;27s
for T* 50.25 and;46s for T* 50.30.

In contrast to etched structures, nano-imprinted str
tures exhibit an enhancement of mechanical stability co
pared to the bulk. This increased mechanical strength is
to a reorganization of the molecules upon annealing in
mold, which gives rise to layered, quasicrystalline arran
ments~see Fig. 5!.

3. Molecular strain analysis

The coupling between structure bending and local, m
lecular events, can be investigated in more detail by ca
lating the molecular strain distribution of nanoscopic stru
tures. For small, elastic deformations, the molecular stra
are small except near the air interface, where mobility
enhanced. More interesting observations can be made du
plastic deformations, where a few, isolated molecular eve
dictate the final state of a nanoscopic structure.

The local, molecular strain tensor was calculating a
cording to a procedure described in the literature.31 This
method employs Delaunay triangulations to divide the s
tem into tetrahedra, each spanning four neighboring p
ticles. The strain tensors for each tetrahedron can then
calculated;32 they are associated with the interstices betwe
the particles, rather than the particles themselves. In Ref.
the strains were therefore reallocated proportionally to
particles using Voronoi polyhedra. This step was omitted
this work, as the systems considered are dense and the s
tensors associated with the interstices are expected to
the same information as the reallocated, ‘‘atomic’’ strain
In our analysis, the strain tensors, averaged over
z-coordinate, were associated with the closest grid point

-
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FIG. 14. ~Color! Cross-sectional view of the molecular strains~yy-component! that arise during plastic deformation of a structure of width 9s. The four
snapshots correspond to four stages along the deformation process.
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two-dimensional grid with a spacing of 0.25s. In the case of
multiple associations to the same grid point, average va
were employed.

To study the plastic deformation of a nanoscopic str
ture, the analysis was conducted using a structure prep
by chain scission and a linewidth of 9s, at a temperature o
T* 50.20. At timet* 50, a force was applied to the top o

FIG. 15. ~Color! Cross section of a structure after plastic deformation sho
ing theyy-component of the residual molecular strain.
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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the structure, thereby causing a large, plastic deformat
The instantaneous strain distributions inside the struc
were calculated throughout the deformation process.

The yy-component of the molecular strain tensor
shown in Fig. 14 for four snapshots of the system, each c
responding to different deflection stages. The first snaps
shows the strain distribution in the undeformed state. T
overall strain is neutral~mostly green!, with short-lived local
strain fluctuations. While these fluctuations can sometim

-

FIG. 16. ~Color! Cross section of a structure after plastic deformation sho
ing the yy-component of the steady-state strain distribution, as determ
by continuum mechanics using the elasto-plastic stress–strain relation
parameters corresponding to PMMA.
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be considerable, particularly near the free interface, they
limited to small regions and do not persist over long perio
of time.

In the second snapshot@Fig. 14~b!#, the same structure i
shown as the bending progresses. On the right side, te
regions begin to form along the free surface of the structu
while compression is observed on the opposite side. The
sile regions appear to be highly localized, and concentra
to several small kernels, rather than being distributed c
tiguously along the edge of the structure. The regions
highest strain are located at the base of the structure, w
the stresses are maximal.

As time progresses@Fig. 14~c!#, the tensile regions
propagate deeper into the structure in a nearly triang
shape. The propagation of these high-strain regions proc
in a ‘‘fingering’’ manner, with intercalated regions of zer
strain. This effect is particularly evident near the base of
structure. As one moves up along the edge of the struct
the regions of high strain slowly disappear; the top half
the structure is unstrained, aside for fast molecular fluct
tions.

The state of maximum deflection is shown in Fig. 14~d!.
The highly localized, high-strain region near the base of
structure propagates even further into the system. This re
of the structure is likely to yield and provide the onset o
crack. Note, however, that in our simulations the actual f
mation of a crack was never observed. This could be du
several reasons. First, the structures considered here are
tively small (w59s). Second, our polymer model does n
contemplate the possibility of bond breaking. In real po
mers, bond breakage can be an important mechanism in
formation of cracks.33 Furthermore, as the mobility in th
surface regions is enhanced, the material might plastic
deform and relieve stresses before they exceed the cri
value for fracture.

Plastic deformation occurs in the regions of high m
lecular strain. This is further emphasized by the fact th
after removing the bending force and allowing the struct
to relax, the resulting configuration exhibits significant r
sidual strains, Fig. 15, localized around the base of the
tem. Even in the case of residual strains, the deformations
confined to a few small areas of the structure; regions
tensile strain clearly exhibit most of the residual deform
tions.

It is of interest to compare the results of our molecu
strain analysis to the strain distribution arising from a co
tinuum description of the system. To that end, finite elem
calculations of structure bending were performed on a st
ture having similar characteristics. Note, however, that
material was assumed to be homogeneous. A simple t
dimensional plane strain model was employed for these
culations, which were conducted using ANSYS.34 In direct
analogy to our molecular simulations, a force was applied
the top of a rectangular structure. A simplified elasto-plas
stress–strain relation was adopted, reminiscent of that
served experimentally in PMMA.35 This relation comprises
an elastic regime and a yield regime. In the elastic region,
relation between stress and strain is linear, with a slope
reponding to the Young’s modulus~E53 GPa for PMMA at
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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30 °C!. For stresses above a yield stress ofsyield530 MPa,
plastic deformation was modeled by reducing the slope
the stress–strain curve to 1/1000 of the Young’s modu
The aspect ratio of the structure and the ultimate deflec
were chosen to be comparable to those obtained in molec
simulations.

Figure 16 shows the steady-state solution for
yy-strain distribution of a deflected structure. The results
veal several qualitative differences with molecular simu
tions. In contrast to the highly localized regions of hig
strain observed in simulations, continuum calculations p
dict a single, large region of high strain. Furthermore, t
continuum-mechanics region of high compression penetr
halfway into the structure, while our molecular analysis
dicates that compressed regions are limited to a small re
near the free interface.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Previous experimental11 and modeling12,14 work has
shown that the glass transition temperature of thin polym
films depends on their thickness. The results presented
go beyond the glass transition, and provide numerical e
dence in support of a departure of themechanicalproperties
of polymer nanoscopic structures from bulk behavior. Nan
scopic structures excised from amorphous, glassy poly
films exhibit a loss of mechanical strength. The critical d
mension below which these effects become apparent is t
perature dependent. For the lowest temperature consider
this work (T* /Tg50.6), the departures from bulk behavio
set in below line widths of approximately;20s ~the aspect
ratio is approximately 3!; at temperatures in the vicinity o
the glass transition, the critical size for departures from
bulk is estimated to be in the range of up to;46s. In con-
trast, nanoscopic structures prepared by annealing in a m
~nano-imprinting! exhibit a slight increase of mechanic
strength. This increase is attributed to a molecular layer
effect that arises during annealing, giving rise to highly
dered, quasicrystalline structures.

A molecular strain analysis revealed pronounced qu
tative differences between molecular bending simulatio
and continuum finite-element calculations. At the sm
length scales considered in this work, inhomogeneities in
material play an important role in determining the mecha
cal behavior of the overall structures; our results suggest
several assumptions of continuum mechanics are no lon
justified at these length scales. More specifically, our c
tinuum calculations were performed under the assump
that nanoscopic structures are homogeneous; in light of
results presented here, a logical next step would be to
simulated, local values for the stress and density fluctuati
as an input for continuum models. We are pursuing su
calculations using more refined molecular models, and
results of that work will be presented in the future.

It is of interest to relate the quantities obtained by o
simulations to actual physical length and energy scales. If
view the interaction sites of our model as representative o
polymer Kuhn length, thens'2 nm. This results in critical
dimensions for departures from bulk behavior of appro
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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mately 40 nm at temperatures well belowTg . NearTg , de-
partures are likely to occur at longer length scales, in
neighborhood of 80 nm. We emphasize again that, in view
the simplicity of the model considered in this work, the
estimates should be considered with caution. They do p
vide, however, well-founded evidence in support of a loss
mechanical strength at dimensions of relevance to the s
conductor industry.

More generally, the results of this work serve to und
line the fact that structure-property relations at nanosco
dimensions can be complex and are poorly understood.
lecular simulations can help us elucidate some of these c
plex relations, but it is essential that experimental meth
be devised in order to determine if and to what extent
predictions are valid; we hope that the work presented h
will motivate such experiments.
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